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Introduction
This is a short story which was created by me as a fan fiction for the Star 

Citizen universe. I made this entry by blurring the lines between Star Citizen and 
the Tales from the Reading Dragon Inn setting. 

This story take place a very long time after the events of my novel 
Triskaidekaphilia.  It features a tale of two space marines from the Star Citizen 
meeting Moiraith the daughter of Number Nine.  I hope you enjoy it on its own 
merits, but for me its another little gift for the readers of my novels who may be 
curious about just what kind of being Moiraith will become.
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Chapter 1 Military Training

The Chief Petty Officer paced down the line of probationer officer cadet 
candidates as he yelled, “If you probies make it through my course, it will 

be a miracle from above! My god what a group of sniveling worthless snot nosed 
brats! Your mommies and daddies aren’t here to tuck you into bed any more. Your 
partners aren’t here to whisper sweet nothings into your ear as they play with your 
naughty bits! You will learn to pilot spaceships, or you will be washed out! Those 
who wash out will return to their miserable dirt grubbing lives as civilians, and 
they will most likely never earn their status as Citizens!”

The Chief Petty Officer stopped in front of one clean cut candidate with a 
broad jaw and a sharp aquiline nose, “Did you enter the Emperor’s military to 
obtain Citizenship probie?!”

The candidate straightened up even further while yelling in response, “Chief 
Petty Officer! Yes, I want to be a Citizen! Chief Petty Officer!”

The Chief Petty Officer leaned in closer to the candidate’s face glancing briefly 
down at her chest, “Well cadet candidate Longstreet, just what the hell makes you 
think you can pass my course! You’ve got a soft look to you! I think those dumb 
slackers in the Army would be more interested in a lay about like you!”

Cadet Longstreet yelled back keeping her face emotionless, “Chief Petty 
Officer! The Army is for criminals, idiots, and lazy bums! I am a dedicated, 
intelligent future pilot! I will own my own ship someday, and the Emperor’s Navy 
will teach me to fly it now! Chief Petty Officer!”

The Chief Petty Officer leaned back looking at the assembled candidates once 
more, “Cadet Candidate Longstreet knows who she is and what she wants! That 
is good! We have no place in the Emperor’s Navy for people drifting through life 
without a plan! Each of you should have this same dedication to achieving your 
goals!”

Cadet Longstreet pulled back on the flight stick moderating the throttle with 
her left hand as she kicked in hard right rudder. The view of stars shifted 

perilously in the canopy as the twist and rolling loop temporarily disoriented her 
view. Her warning panel lit up with a red indicator for her aft right thruster. The 
craft shuddered briefly as several warning klaxons began sounding on the power 
distribution board.

Cadet Longstreet centered the flight stick reducing the rate of pitch and roll 
while straightening out the rudder controls to eliminate power to the aft right 
thruster. A whooping sound emitted from another panel, and she quickly flipped 
up the safety cover before twisting the fire suppression control. She looked out the 
canopy just in time to see the Banu pirate craft unleash its main weapons.

A large blinking red indicator showed on her main screen: Pilot & Craft 
Destroyed!
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The canopy withdrew forward unsealing the cockpit as Cadet Longstreet stood 

up to look at the exit hatch from the simulator room. Standing in the hatchway was 
her training instructor looking angry. Cadet Longstreet took off her flight helmet 
and dismounted the simulated F7A Hornet cockpit.

The instructor shook his head, “You can’t just stop flying in a dogfight to deal 
with a secondary emergency. Learn to handle both issues at once or you will die 
in a real combat. In space you have to prioritize the problems. Your wingman 
is counting on you to kill your target. If you don’t, then they will be potentially 
fighting against two on one or even worse odds. Fly and fix the ship, or just fly 
if you can’t do both at once. The thruster failure and the electrical fire are both 
secondary issues. They should be dealt with as such when the flow of combat 
allows for it.”

Cadet Longstreet stood stiffly, “Sir! I understand my mistake now! Sir!”
The instructor frowned slightly, “You say you understand Yukiko, but it still 

remains to be seen if you actually understand. Gear-up and get back into your craft. 
We’re going to switch to an escort run mission past the Plenetia Asteroid Cluster. 
This is a known pirate ambush location. You are Beta Wing commander with a 
flight of five ships under your direction. You’ll have to fly and provide command 
and control for your flight wing. You will be flying in conjunction with Alpha, 
Charlie and Delta Wings. Remember to pay attention to your IFF gear. Friendly 
fire is grounds for a Military Tribunal in the real world. Do try not to die this time.”

The instructor closed the simulator hatch and sat back down at the simulation 
control panel next to the simulator operator. The operator was entering the 
parameters for the next simulation on his holographic display.

The operator looked at the instructor, “I’ve got her tied in with the five other 
cadets in their sims instead of a VI as her flight wing. Now what twist do we throw 
at them this time Bob?”

Bob gave a malicious grin, “I think it is time they learn that pirates sometimes 
obtain UEE IFF codes. Throw some hostile quote friendlies at them along with 
some confused VI pilots in Alpha, Charlie, and Delta wings. That should create an 
interesting furball of a dogfight. We’ll see which of them are dumb enough to use 
fire and forget missiles in that scenario. If they can’t visually tell a Cutlass from an 
F7A, then they shouldn’t become pilots.”

The operator looked back at his screen as he set up the newest parameters, 
“What do you think about Cadet Longstreet’s chances here?”

Bob smiled, “She’s smart. Probably the best cadet in this class in terms of 
thinking through the logistics of wing command and control, but let’s face it, she’s 
an average pilot at best. She may make a good commander someday, but she just 
isn’t ace dog fighter material. That indescribable killer instinct is missing in her 
case.”

The Rear Admiral stood in front of the parade ground looking at the newly 
graduated classes of pilots assembled in front of him as the Navy band came 
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to the end of playing their stirring march. The Rear Admiral beamed gruffly at he 
began to speak, “You are those Navy officers who have gone through a grueling 
year training to become our newest class of pilots. You have succeeded in securing 
your pilot’s wings on your uniforms, while many of your former classmates have 
found what you’ve accomplished too difficult to achieve. You should be proud of 
yourselves for your accomplishments leading to this day as you are each assigned 
the rank of Lieutenant Junior Grade.”

The Rear Admiral then glowered slightly as he swept them with his gaze, 
“This is just the beginning. Your training to be pilots has been completed. Your 
real education in becoming members of the Emperor’s Navy is just beginning. 
This moment of transient triumph in your personal accomplishment should not 
overshadow the duties you’ll have ahead of you. This day should become a fond 
memory for you, but it will become just that, a memory in time. The real work of 
achieving status as Citizens has just begun.”

The young newly minted Lieutenant Junior Grade stood in front of Lieutenant 
Junior Grade Longstreet with a beaming smile, “You really pulled our bacon 

out of the cook fire a number of times Yukiko. We wouldn’t have been the highest 
ranked wing if it were not for your leadership. Do you think they are likely to 
tap you for Command and Control? I’m hoping to get assigned to Squadron 42 
myself.”

Yukiko frowned slightly, “I had the worst pilot ranking scores in our training 
wing though Alex. I don’t think I’ll make the Squadron 42 cut like you will. You 
know they usually only accept the top performing pilots.”

Alex smiled, “They can’t have failed to see where your talents lie. Our scores 
would never have been as high without your leadership. Twitch reflex control will 
only get you so far after all. Just you wait, they’ll know how to use a talent like 
yours.”

Yukiko’s expression eased back to neutral, “Just as long as I get my Citizenship 
and a ship I don’t really care what assignment I get. I did pass so I’ll be flying. That’s 
the important part. We’ll find out at zero eight hundred tomorrow.”

Alex was high fiving and chest bumping with eight of the other new Lieutenant 
JGs who had been informed that they had achieved the coveted assignment 

to Squadron 42. The other Lieutenant JGs were milling around looking at their 
new orders showing on their MobiGlas to figure out when transit routes they will 
have to take to reach their new assignments.

Yukiko Longstreet looked numbly at her MobiGlas and the innocuous 
message displayed on its surface. She was no longer Lieutenant Junior Grade 
Yukiko Longstreet Navy pilot. She was officially transferred to the planet Corin as 
Second Lieutenant Yukikio Longstreet of the Emperor’s Marines.
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Alex walked over to look over her shoulder, “So I’m guessing by that surprised 

expression you got Squadron 42 as well… What the hell?! You’ve been stolen by 
the Marines?!”

The room went silent as all eyes turned in her direction. Various rumblings 
occurred then slowly building.

“That’s Vanduul dung.”
“Bastard Marines always cherry picking our troops.”
 “Can’t she protest the assignment or something?”
“Don’t they always get the worst jobs?”
Alex placed a hand on her shoulder, “Quiet you lot. Tell us Yukiko. What 

division? What company?”
Yukiko swiped her Mobi to see the rest of the message as she spoke in a voice 

like the dead, “It’s the Thirteenth Division Marine Expeditionary Force.”
“Oh shit, that’s the unlucky thirteens.”
“Highest casualty counts in the entire Marine corps.”
“First in, never out they say.”
“They’re known as the jump breachers. When exploratory ships don’t come 

back from a new jump point, they get sent in to quash resistance.”
“Death sentence man. It’s a death sentence.”
Yukiko looked at the company designation, “It’s Company C. Their unit 

insignia is the Coffin Company.”
Alex squeezed Yukiko’s shoulder, “I’m sorry Yukiko. Maybe we can ask them 

to change your assignment. You’d be better with Squadron 42 than that lot anyway. 
We’ll just have to convince them. Right guys?”

“Yeah!”
“That’s right.”
“Total Tevarin piss is what this is.”
Yukiko turned her Mobiglas off and looked at the assembled pilots with a 

fake smile plastered on her face, “You don’t get to pick the Marines. They pick you. 
If they want me, then they’ll get me. It’s already decided. There’s nothing we can 
do about it. Let’s get packing. We’ll be shipping out tomorrow to our new duty 
stations.”
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Chapter 2 Jump Breachers

Second Lieutenant Longstreet sat at the helm of the specially modified Idris 
Corvette. The primary modifications were in the form of modified storage 

area to accommodate two marine companies. That was enough room for the drop 
pods known as Nails, their launch bays, and enough bunk and living space to 
accommodate sixteen marine grunts and four marine officers.

The secondary modifications were more interesting. This particular Corvette 
was a stealth variant with non-reflective coating, low electromagnetic emissions, 
and no viewports. All of the exterior views were provided on screens using 
multiple redundant exterior cameras and holographic displays. The engines and 
thrust were also reduced from the original design to limit her thermal and light 
emission signatures. Needless to say the oddly named “Nightlurker” was not 
operating using UEE approved techniques for interstellar travel.

Second Lieutenant Longstreet also knew that they hadn’t exactly been invited 
to this particularly desolate region of what was nominally supposed to be a Banu 
claimed section of space. The most interesting modifications to the Nightlurker 
were the extended suit of monitors and detectors used by the Marine Major with 
the intelligence service patch on his uniform. Most of these were variations on the 
same passive sensor gear used by the Navy. However, several of the devices were 
clearly of alien origin and design. One even appeared partially organic in nature, 
though not intelligently sentient thankfully.

The Colonel sitting in the command chair of the small bridge called out, 
“Helm. Stop forward momentum. Enter into station keeping. Hold our position 
and power down our main engine’s drive thrust. Put us into a lateral drift relative 
to the solar plane of fifteen degrees up and two hundred twenty seven degrees 
using positional thrusters only.”

Yukiko adjusted the orientation of the ship per the Colonel’s orders. The 
Nightlurker drifted slowly as the Major watching his instruments looked at the 
Colonel with a raised eyebrow.

The Colonel spoke clearly, “Permission to speak is granted Major. What is on 
your mind?”

The Major replied, “The orientation of the jump point is registering on our 
usual sensors. This is the same place the exploratory ship ‘Umtaku’ entered the 
boundary. This is the same location the Banu religious fanatics called a cursed and 
banned forbidden gateway.”

The Colonel nodded, “Speculation on what caused the original UEE 
exploratory ship to not return through the path of entry?”

The Major sighed, “I have to ask you to power down ship systems except those 
required for station keeping and my instruments momentarily. It is hard to get a 
definitive reading on my more sensitive instrumentation with the background of 
ship systems.”
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The Colonel got on the ship com relay, “Attention crew and passengers. We 

are going to be shutting off ship systems for ten minutes of shipboard time. This 
includes the shields, life support, emergency systems, and gravitational plating, as 
well as all recreation devices such as personal Mobiglas and Glas. There is plenty of 
residual oxygen to breathe for this period of time so don’t worry about air supply 
or heating in the brief period systems are turned off. Just relax and let our Major 
do his job while we get through this little unpleasantness. I hope none of you 
marines are afraid of the dark.”

There was a slight chuckling on the bridge as the Colonel switched coms to 
engineering, “Power off the main drive and all ship systems except sensor systems 
and the ship’s thruster controls. Set the mechanical chronometers, and keep the 
power off for ten minutes. Then go through the ship’s power up sequence at the 
end of the ten minutes.”

As the ship powered down until the only active lights were those at the helm 
controls and the detector station. The Major began adjusting his instruments in 
the darkened bridge, before stroking the organic alien device. A slight whimpering 
whine emitted from the device. 

The Major turned toward the darkened command chair, “There is a jump 
point ahead at this orientation according to all of the instrumentation. The UEE, 
Banu, and Xi’an detectors all confirm it.”

The Colonel questioned back, “The Kr’Thak device captured from the 
Vanduul? What does it think?”

The Major spoke clearly, “It is unhappy with this orientation. We should 
look for alternate entry vectors for this jump point to see if we can get all of the 
instruments to agree on another approach.”

The Colonel nodded, “Proceed, and quickly now. Time is ticking down. 
Helmsman, follow the directions of the Major, abbreviated command protocol.”

The Major began stroking the alien device as it emitted faint whines, growls 
and other uncertain noises while calling out directions, “Up a relative two degrees. 
Clockwise rotation thirteen degrees. Port six degrees. Bow six meters.”

Yukiko followed the seemingly senseless directions of the Major as he 
manipulated the alien device. The Nightlurker was in a completely untried direction 
almost seventy three degrees off the plane of the ecliptic before a comfortable purr 
emitted from the alien device. Yukiko stopped the motion of the ship as the Major 
checked the other instrumentation.

The Major’s smile could be seen as the bridge lights came on with the returning 
of power to the ship’s systems, “Colonel this is our first discovery of a dual entry 
vector jump point. A gravitational anomaly among gravitational anomalies as it 
were.”

The Colonel looked sternly at the Major, “Is it safe?”
The Major kept smiling, “They wouldn’t need to send the Marines if it was safe 

now would they?”
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The Colonel looked over at navigation and communications, “Transmit 
our findings through Omega grade encryption back to Corin. Give them both 
sets of entry vectors with the using today’s positional offset coordinates for our 
new vector discovery. Use the system coordinate position offsets for the Xi’an 
homeworld relative to our current position.”

The Colonel smiled back at the Major, “Well done. Helm, let’s go off about ten 
thousand kilometers and back to the plane of the ecliptic. Full command protocol 
to be restored. We’re going to take a little rest and relaxation break while we await 
the final jump point entry command from headquarters.”

Yukiko’s Mobiglas chimed as she lay awake in her bunk. She answered the call 
to see the Lieutenant in charge of Navigation on the com.

Yukiko spoke, “Yes Adrianne?”
Adrianne smiled, “Yukiko, I thought you’d like a chance to pilot an uncharted 

jump point for the first time. The call just came back from Corin. We are to attempt 
the jump point as soon as ready. The Colonel wants you back on watch at the 
helm.”

Yukiko smiled, “Yes sir!”
Adrianne’s grin lessened a bit, “Remember the Thirteenth Division loses more 

Marines on fresh jump points than any other division loses in combat. We picked 
you for a reason. Now get up here and get us into position.”

Yukiko nodded as she flipped off her bunk cubicle, “Already suited up, and 
on my way.”

The Colonel sitting in the bridge command chair looked over at the Major, “Are 
we in the same position as yesterday?”
The Major replied, “Affirmative sir. All devices in agreement about a jump 

point being available one hundred yards ahead at this vector.”
The Colonel flipped the switch for the main ship coms, “All right crew. This 

is the reason the Nightlurker has come out here. All drop Marines are to be suited 
up and arranged into drop pods. Gravitational plating will be turned off in fifteen 
minutes to avoid influencing the entry point. All crew and drop pod personnel are 
to be in their designated jump positions and strapped down by that time. All crew 
and marines are to use hull breach protocols, and shall be wearing full environment 
suits. Junior officers check your personnel for compliance, then sound off to bridge 
com when ready, and gentlebeings, let’s not forget your own helmets.”

Yukiko hear the faint sound of the bridge coms lieutenant acknowledging 
each crew section and eventually the drop pod Lieutenants and Second lieutenants 
checking in as ready. Yukiko double checked her own gear as she lowered the 
faceplate on her own helmet. The contextual navigational and control displays from 
the bridge transferred to inside her helmet holographic systems as the background 
noises of the ship were subsequently muted. Her suit pressurized using the quick 
release attachments to the helm station.
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The Colonel’s voice sounded clearly in her ear, “Now let us commit our souls 

once more into the breach. We are the proud Marines of the unlucky thirteenth. 
We are Coffin Company, those already dead men and women, who still fly space 
by the grace of the universe not yet knowing we are dead. Lieutenant Adrianne 
Maseah, set navigational recording to full bandwidth all system factors. Second 
Lieutenant Yukiko Longstreet, take us through the jump point. May god have 
mercy upon our sinning souls.”

Yukiko scrambled with the contextual controls as smoke poured through the 
bridge of the Nightlurker. She still had fresh air coming through her suit’s 

connection to the helm station so she hadn’t switched to internal suit air. A small 
fire was burning behind the panel at the coms station, and the distance between 
her and the neighboring navigation station manned by Lieutenant Maseah blurred 
by the acrid black smoke.

The Colonel’s voice cut calmly through the seeming chaos, “Helm, drop 
us further below the plane of the ecliptic. Get us clear of those drifting wrecks. 
Navigation, start working on a star fix, and keep a log of our breach point from the 
gate. Engineering, send a fire control team to the bridge after restoring power to 
the gravitational plating. I want a preliminary damage report in fifteen minutes. I 
want repair estimates in one hour. Major, what’s our external situation?”

The Major reviewed the output of the combined external camera feeds, “A 
veritable Sargasso Sea of dead ships above us on the ecliptic plane sir. I count at 
least forty ships, two of which are of known UEE manufacture, one of those is the 
‘Umtaku’. Twenty two ships of known Banu design. The other designs have never 
been recorded in the UEE ship registries.”

The Colonel winced as a massive pulse passed the ship scattering slightly on 
the wrecked hulks before passing onward, “What is the source of that attack?”

The Lieutenant at the weapons station spoke with a panicked tone, “Shields 
degraded by twenty percent now Colonel.”

The Major quickly reviewed his instruments, “It wasn’t an attack Colonel. 
We’ve ended up in a system around a neutron star.  It’s the refracted and reflected 
x-ray pulse coming off the star which has impacted our ship’s systems. The 
attendant radio pulse has likely overwhelmed our external com circuit causing the 
short in the com panel.”

The Colonel pointed at the floating ships in the central holographic display, 
“What about them?”

The Major shook his head, “They exited the jump point directly in the path 
of the x-ray pulse. It probably overwhelmed their systems and killed their crew on 
the first pulse they encountered if they didn’t crash into an earlier wreck on exit 
from the jump point.”

The Colonel looked back at Yukiko, “Helm, get us clear of this mess. Give us 
one hundred thousand kilometers as a safe distance, downward from the plane of 
the ecliptic. Navagation, any clue as to our location?”
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Lieutenant Maseah responded, “Only a most general location Colonel. We’re 
somewhere in the galactic core. This has been the longest jump point on UEE 
record. We’ve come out next to a star which has undergone a supernova event, but 
which didn’t have enough mass to create a black hole. A bit more time and we can 
have it narrowed down further. There are only so many neutron stars known in 
the galactic core.”

The Major spoke wistfully, “I hate to say it, but our own stealth system design 
has probably saved us from a similar fate to those other ships. The shielding on 
our systems to reduce electromagnetic emanations has likely reduced the system 
impact of the x-ray pulse. That and the old school technology of fiber optic systems 
for our external camera lenses. Less of a chance of short circuits. We got very lucky 
on this one Colonel.”

A fire control team sprayed the communication panel with fire retardant foam 
as the engineering section called the bridge back, “Engineering to bridge. Gravity 
plating is back online. All systems save external communications are nominal. 
Extra power has been routed to restore shields. As long as we stay clear of the main 
beam of that pulse we’ll be in good shape yet sir. External communication system 
repair will be dependent upon an exterior survey of the ship. Needless to say, we 
aren’t able to be going out in this weather.”

Lieutenant Maseah spoke up, “Colonel, there is a density of nickel iron 
asteroids within point four AU of our current position. It is on the plane of the 
ecliptic, but not along the calculated direct path of the x-ray pulse. It should 
theoretically provide both ample raw materials for repair as well as act as a barrier 
from the scattered x-ray emissions.”

The Colonel spoke, “Helm, plot a course to Lieutenant Maseah’s safe haven. 
The sooner we get all systems back up to full functionality, the sooner we can try 
to get back home.”
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Chapter 3 Anomaly

The Nightlurker was landed and attached by magnetic grapple cables to one 
of the larger asteroids they had found. Currently a party of three EVA rated 

marines were extracting raw nickel and iron ore from the asteroid while two of the 
ship engineers inspected the damaged external communications array.

Yukiko loitered off duty in the small lounge outside of the captain’s office 
of the ship. The Colonel was technically the ship’s captain in a Navy sense, but 
the Marines still perversely called him a Colonel in contravention to Navy ship 
tradition. It was an Anomaly because Marines were not supposed to command 
their own ships. The Navy was normally supposed to transport them around.

As Yukiko learned two years before, the Marines did things differently. The 
Thirteenth Division was even an anomaly for the Marines. One big anomaly was 
that they piloted their own ships. Certainly back in UEE controlled space the Navy 
ferried them around from assignment to assignment. Out in the deep black away 
from UEE systems the Marines did their own driving. They didn’t need prissy 
Navy protocol or fancy Navy manners. They were not official representatives of the 
UEE out in the deep, they were just people with a job to do.

Yukiko watched her Mobiglas where Lieutenant Maseah had piggybacked 
and relayed the signal from both the Marine miners and the Marine engineers 
inspecting the communications array. 

Yukiko looked nervously at Lieutenant Maseah as she read the auto transcript 
of the conversations recorded and translated by the ships computer, “Are you 
certain we’re allowed to do this?”

Lieutenant Maseah nodded, “This is protocol for external jump position. You 
heard the Colonel give the order before we jumped. Navigational recording, full 
bandwidth, all factors means every communication, every sensor, every control 
input, and every crew action is being recorded by all means possible in the deep 
banks of our black box system. There is no telling what may be relevant to any crew 
which finds us if we don’t complete our mission.”

Yukiko swallowed, “Are you supposed to be reading the black box though?”
Lieutenant Maseah shook her head, “This isn’t off the black box. This is a 

separate buffer for auditing purposes. I’m supposed to spot check information 
capture fidelity as part of my official duties.”

Yukiko smiled slightly, “Can you watch the showers. I mean the men’s showers 
in particular.”

Lieutenant Maseah shrugged her shoulders, “No video pickup there for 
obvious reasons, but I could get you audio if you like. Mostly white noise and the 
occasional singing. Nothing too interesting. Now interesting is the pickup in the 
captain’s quarters. I got this feed forty five minutes ago or so.”

The voice of the Colonel came faintly from Lieutenant Maseah’s Mobiglas, 
“Yes Major Comstock? What do you need?”
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The voice of Major Comstock spoke from her Mobiglas next, “Colonel 
Bergman, we need to talk under heightened security conditions about my other 
discoveries. This is intelligence classified at the Omega level. I’ve undertaken 
multi-scan analysis of the data we acquired regarding the unknown ship designs 
wrecked in orientation above the jump point.”

The voice of Colonel Bergman replied, “A bunch of wrecks caught in the x-ray 
pulse of the neutron star. Surely there are some unknown ships present, but it can’t 
be too much of a concern to require Omega level security.”

The voice of Major Comstock spoke, “I want you to take a look at this super 
battleship sized remains in particular. My estimates are it was originally larger 
than anything ever classified by the UEE or considered jump capable.”

Lieutenant Maseah paused the playback and sent the image of the craft in 
question to Yukiko’s Mobiglas, “That’s the image he showed the Colonel. Using 
that nearby Banu ship for scale we can see that Major Comstock is on to something 
here. Now this is the part which is going to really get you thinking.”

The voice of Major Comstock continued as Lieutenant Maseah resumed 
playback, “I’ve run the analysis through several different methodologies. That 
is the original ship stranded on this side of jump point. My overall star system 
analysis points to this current asteroid we are mining and the asteroid field around 
it as once being a part of a planet in the inhabitable zone of this star system before 
the star went supernova.”

The voice of Colonel Bergman spoke, “Well that is quite surprising. I hadn’t 
really thought about where these asteroids had originated. Still I guess it shouldn’t 
be too surprising when you consider where we are. Yet it still begs the question of 
why the Omega security level request on this data?”

The voice of Major Comstock spoke more softly, “I’ve roughly estimated the 
very approximate time frame of the super nova event. I calculate it was roughly 
five hundred thousand years ago. Long before the recorded history of humankind 
of course. Before any of our alien neighbors were star faring species either to the 
best of our knowledge. That ship is of a contemporary age to the supernova event. 
My speculation was that it was part of a fleet fleeing the system in advance of the 
supernova. It didn’t make the jump point in time, and was destroyed along with 
the planet whose core we are currently mining. It became the navigational hazard 
which tripped up every subsequent ship through the jump gate, and if they didn’t 
crash into it, then it stalled them long enough until the x-ray pulse caught them. 
The pulse was much more frequent in the early life cycle of the neutron star. Five 
hundred thousand years has slowed the pulse cycle considerably. These fourteen 
ships range in approximate age from four hundred seventy-five thousand years 
ago to four hundred thousand years ago. Then nothing until the earliest Banu ship 
seen here a few hundred years ago.”

The voice of Colonel Bergman whistled, “That is news. We can’t let this 
information leak out. Omega security level is granted. No communications about 
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this will be allowed. This information either comes back in person with us to 
Corin, or it stays lost with us.”

Colonel Bergman cleared his throat as he looked down at Lieutenant Maseah 
and Second Lieutenant Longstreet, “Lieutenant Maseah, you are not the only one 
who audits post jump system recording. Some of us even check the system access 
logs.”

Lieutenant Maseah and Second Lieutenant Longstreet jumped to their feet at 
attention, “Sir!”

Colonel Bergman waved them back into their seats, “At ease. Look, I know 
you’re just doing part of your assigned function, but damn it Adrianne you know 
you shouldn’t be looking at that particular stuff. Omega security is not granted at 
your level without appropriate need to know. I’m officially ordering both you and 
Yukiko to forget about hearing this, and to erase any personal data recordings of 
this information. If I hear about this from any of the rest of the crew, or if it gets 
out after we get back, then I’ll be presenting both of you before a Military Tribunal. 
Do I make myself clear?”

Lieutenant Maseah and Second Lieutenant Longstreet both loudly spoke, 
“Sir! Yes! Sir!”

Colonel Bergman gave a fatherly smile, “Go back to enjoying your time off. We 
should be fully operational by zero seven hundred tomorrow if the communication 
array repairs go well. Also, no watching your fellow Marines in the shower. As 
officers you are supposed to set a higher standard for behavior.”

Yukiko flushed in embarrassment as the Colonel returned to the captain’s 
quarters.

Second Lieutenant Yukiko Longstreet and Lieutenant Adrianne Maseah stood 
solemnly by the door inside the captain’s quarters as Colonel Bergman sat 

behind his desk facing a seated Major Comstock on the other side. Major Comstock 
looked back at Lieutenant Maseah and Second Lieutenant Longstreet with a touch 
of concern before facing the Colonel again.

Major Comstock questioned, “Are you certain you want them read into the 
latest findings of my scans?”

Colonel Bergman nodded, “After consideration I’ve determined we need to 
make a closer examination of this newest anomaly. Lieutenant Maseah would be 
able to eventually discover it anyway as she commenced navigational mapping of 
the local system today, and Lieutenant Yukiko would need to know the coordinates 
if we decide in favor of a closer investigation of the anomaly. They are to be read 
into the Omega level clearance information regarding this star system. I will 
brief them on yesterday’s information at a different time. In particular I want you 
discuss this morning’s findings with them.”

Major Comstock grimaced, “The fingnaple device is considered an extremely 
closely held secret.”
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Colonel Bergman pointed at the two women standing by the door, “They have 
my confidence. You may explain it to them and the theories on how it operates.”

Major Comstock nodded and continued, “The organic device I use for jump 
point determination doesn’t actually detect jump points. Our other equipment does 
that already through gravitational anomaly scanning techniques. They look for 
dips or irregularities in space time to find jump point distortions using differential 
background radiation spectral shifting analysis techniques. The fingnaple device 
was captured from a Vanduul raider who claimed to have taken it from a Kr’Thak 
explorer ship. The device is not of Kr’Thak manufacture or design. It is an ancient 
technology from a long lost or undiscovered space going civilization.”

Colonel Bergman spoke up, “Tell them what it does, and how it works.”
Major Comstock sighed, “It feels, and relays those feelings to the person 

touching it.”
Colonel Bergman nodded, “How does it work?”
Major Comstock shook his head, “We have no idea. Our best scientists have 

not theorized how it functions in reality because it seems to work outside of reality. 
When presented with a postulated course of travel or series of actions, it either 
feels like an acceptable outcome will happen, or an unacceptable outcome will 
happen. It transmits that feeling to its operator.”

Colonel Bergman smiled strangely, “It’s a probability determining device 
which accurately predicts its own continued existence. It doesn’t like the idea of 
making a jump which will end up in its own destruction. If it says no go on a jump, 
then we know it isn’t safe to jump. It has little need for any particular species, and 
has been evidenced by the Kr’Thak and Vanduul who had it before it will not 
necessarily predict a suitable outcome for its possessors, only itself. Also we find it 
likes both warm coffee and chocolate. It has been successfully and secretly serving 
the Thirteenth Division Marines for over sixty years.”

Major Comstock sighed, “What the Colonel really means is that we forcefully 
liberated it from the hands of the corporation which was trying to figure out how 
to make more of them. A corporation’s remote research lab was destroyed, and the 
only survivors were the fingnaple device and the Thirteenth Division Company C 
Marines told at the Emperor’s command to obtain it with no survivors.”

Second Lieutenant Yukiko looked at the Colonel Bergman with concern, “For 
what other purposes do you use it?”

Colonel Berman nodded, “It helps us with mission parameters. It is very 
useful for staff selections. Every member of this crew in Company C was selected 
by thinking of them as a potential crew member on the Nightlurker. When the 
fingnaple likes the selection, then we know we’ve got a good crew member who 
will do their part.”

Second Lieutenant Yukiko’s jaw dropped open briefly, “You’re letting it make 
your decisions for you?”

Colonel Berman nodded, “We must. Those who try to control it find it soon 
leaving their possession. It is why we consult it carefully to determine our best 
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course of action. No one has been lost as long as we do what it feels is best. Coffin 
Company has been the most successful company in the Thirteenth since we got it.”

Second Lieutenant Yukiko looked concerned, “What if it is controlling you?”
Major Comstock shook his head, “Of course it is controlling us. There is no 

question about that. The question has always been who or just what is controlling 
it. It is a rudimentary biomechanical being after all. The studies of the scientists 
have all shown it doesn’t have enough brain power to actually think in a fully 
sentient manner. It only feels.”

Major Comstock operated the wall sized projection depicting the neutron star 
system with navigational overlays marking out significant material objects, “Today 
it feels that this course toward this anomaly here would be the best option for the 
Nightlurker. It is a gravitational well traveling in a fixed position in relation to the 
neutron star.”

Lieutenant Maseah spoke up, “Now that is some weird stuff there. Is that a 
gravitational constant equivalent to a gas giant?”

Major Comstock nodded, “Today it is a gas giant in mass, though not in 
size. Yesterday it was approximately the gravitational mass of a large asteroid. It 
remains the size of a large asteroid. It also does not move in an orbit or retrograde 
orbit. It remains fixed at fifteen degrees relative to the star above the ecliptic plane. 
Whatever this object, planetoid, or gravitational inconstant is, it is unlike anything 
UEE forces have ever encountered before. The fingnaple device feels like it’s a good 
place to go. The question, as always, remains whether it is good for us, or just the 
fingnaple device?”

Colonel Bergman sat in the command chair looking at Major Comstock, “So tell 
me Tom, just what is this object we are seeing here?”
Major Comstock swallowed, “It is a perfectly symmetrical gravitational 

field projection of sixty-seven point five nine two four four eight kilometers. It is 
currently at a mass equivalent to one planet Earth.”

Colonel Bergman looked at Lieutenant Maseah, “What is that in Earth relative 
diameters?”

Lieutenant Maseah pulled up the calculation, “It is an object zero point zero 
zero five three zero four times the diameter of the planet Earth with an equivalent 
mass currently. Crap, looking at other equivalent distance measurement scales 
it only comes out evenly in one measurement. It is exactly forty-two miles in 
diameter.”

Colonel Bergman peered at the holographic display, “What makes it colored 
red like that?”

Major Comstock looked at his instrumentation, “The gravitational field is 
bending the light wavelengths of the neutron star. We are seeing a spectral shift 
into the red wavelengths of what is probably ultraviolet or higher energy spectra. 
It would likely act as a barrier against the x-ray wavelengths because of the amount 
of gravitational distortion it is creating.”
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Colonel Bergman looked over at Second Lieutenant Longstreet, “Helm . . . 
Yukiko, what do you think we should do?”

Second Lieutenant Longstreet looked back at the Colonel, “Sir? Why are you 
asking me?”

Colonel Bergman looked at her and Lieutenant Maseah before speaking, 
“You and Adrianne were the last two selected to join the Nightlurker. You’ve done 
alright by us up to this point. It is only right for you to decide our next move.”

Second Lieutenant Longstreet thought a moment, “Since it’s a gravitational 
anomaly let’s treat this like a jump point. Let’s search it for an approach vector and 
use jump point entry protocols to approach it if the fingnaple device concurs with 
the vector.”
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Chapter 4 The Isle of Moiraith

Second Lieutenant Longstreet listened to the sounds coming from the fingnaple 
device as Major Comstock stroked its biological exterior. After ten minutes 

she no longer needed him to give her directions as it seemed the feelings of the 
device simply seeped into her mind. She rapidly positioned and oriented the 
Nightlurker relative to the odd red sphere of gravitational distortion at the whim 
of the fingnaple. 

Second Lieutenant Longstreet eventually heard the contented purr of the 
fingnaple. Without awaiting orders from Colonel Bergman she engaged the main 
drive and thrust the Nightlurker gradually forward into the gravitational anomaly. 
A feeling like being squashed smaller than the head of a pin seemed to briefly 
penetrate her mind before suddenly registering the drag of an atmosphere and 
blue skies surrounding the black hulled Nightlurker. 

Yukiko rapidly configured the ship controls for atmospheric maneuvering as 
they plunged through the sky. She gradually brought them out of the dive into a 
gradual decent toward the ocean below. Ahead of them was the only land mass 
visible, an island ten miles long by five miles wide covered in a tropical jungle. She 
brought the Nightlurker over a cove possessing a white sand beach.

Colonel Bergman looked over at Major Comstock, “Atmospherics?”
Major Comstock looked at his instruments, “Earth standard atmosphere. 

Those even appear to be Earth plants. Several recognizable types from the database 
including palms, bamboo, and sawgrass. There are five wooden or bamboo 
structures on the beach resembling bungalows. A larger wooden structure at the 
starboard edge, including a boat dock. A lighthouse sits on the promontory to 
port. A light is flashing with an irregular rhythm, no it’s regular, just a complex 
rhythm. This must be an artificially terraformed environment.”

Colonel Bergman looked at Major Comstock, “Should we drop a nail?”
Major Comstock touched the fingnaple device which emitted a low growl, 

“That is not advisable Colonel.”
Colonel Bergman surveyed the bridge, “Suggestions?”
Lieutenant Maseah spoke, “Land on the beach?”
The fingnaple device purred at Lieutenant Maseah’s suggestion until Second 

Lieutenant Longstreet added, “Land on the beach, and I’ll leave the ship to see 
what is up.”

The fingnaple gave a querulous wimper.
Second Lieutenant Longstreet spoke again, “Lieutenant Maseah and I will 

leave the ship together.”
The fingnaple gave a double whine at that point.
Major Comstock looked over at Colonel Bergman with a sad look in his eye, 

“It seems our time cheating our fate has run its course Sam. Second Lieutenant 
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Longstreet and Lieutenant Maseah shall take the fingnaple device and depart the 
Nightlurker.”

A deep contented purr filled the bridge of the Nightlurker.
Colonel Bergman’s face gained a resigned look, “Give Lieutenant Maseah a 

Glas with the black box data. Both sets of black box data.”
Lieutenant Maseah spoke in query, “Both sets of data?”
Colonel Bergman changed the image on the central holographic display. The 

Sargasso Sea of disabled and destroyed ships could be seen once more. Colonel 
Bergman adjusted the display and the UEE ship ‘Umtaku’ came into view. Colonel 
Bergman scrolled the view and a hard to recognize stealth corvette came into view 
next. Colonel Bergman focused the image onto the bow of the ship where the 
name Nightlurker could clearly be seen.

Colonel Bergman nodded in affirmation, “You’ll find our current black box 
log, and our former black box log received via tightbeam transmission from the 
wreck of the Nightlurker. The fingnaple reset causality after we died on our first 
jump through the gate. It set our time frame back about six months as it led us 
to replace our former navigator and former helmsman with the two of you. We 
were set in our course of action, but minor corrections could be made to alter the 
outcome. You two are the source of that alteration. The crew of the Nightlurker 
are dead men already. The universe is just about to catch up to the fact that we’ve 
skipped out on meeting our fate. Clearly the fingnaple device requires you two to 
bring it to its next destination. Godspeed Adrianne and Yukiko. We have come to 
the parting of our ways. Please remember us.”

Yukiko and Adrianne walked down the beach in the direction of the cliff 
with the lighthouse on top of it. They could see a set of stairs further up a 

trail toward the cliff. Yukiko carried the fingnaple device removed from its outer 
housing. It resembled nothing so much now as a bald partially cybernetic rabbit 
which purred contentedly in her arms.

Yukiko and Adrianne hesitated a moment as they looked back at the 
Nightlurker with its landing gear pressed heavily into the white sand of the beach 
facing a turquoise blue cove. They took a couple more steps toward the cliff and 
a strange sensation chilled their spines. They turned around and the Nightlurker 
was gone without a trace. Nothing marked the sand beyond their own footprints.

They faced the cliff once more and followed the trail and stairs up toward the 
tower. They noticed its light beat with the rhythm of a human heart. Ba da bump, 
Ba da bump.

A few minutes later they stood before the wood door of the white stone tower. 
The tower appeared crafted out of a single piece of stone. They knocked on the 
door and waited. No one came to answer. They lifted the latch and pushed in on 
the door. It opened smoothly and they stepped inside a room lit by orange lamps 
high along the walls.
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The floor was wooden, but the spiral stairway leading up was of the same 

seamless stone as the tower walls. Three windows let in the outside light. Standing 
with its back to them was a humanoid figure wearing a white shirt and white shorts 
over what appeared to be lightly tanned flesh.

They walked around to see what appeared to be a teenaged human female 
with Asian features and medium brown shoulder length hair. The figure’s eyes 
were closed and it didn’t appear to be breathing or moving even slightly. It was like 
a perfect holographic replica or a statue.

Yukiko spoke, “Hello. Can you hear us? Are you awake?”
Adrianne asked, “Should we touch her?”
The fingnaple purred at the suggestion. Yukiko reached out to gently place 

her hand upon the girls shoulder. The flesh was warm, but the figure underneath 
the clothing was harder than steel as far as she could tell, and as immobile. Yukiko 
felt a papercut like slice appear upon her hand as she brushed a stray strand of the 
figure’s hair.

Yukiko pulled her hand back as she muttered, “Ouch.”
The figure suddenly opened its eyes and started breathing and slightly shifting 

as if a real human being. It uttered a stream of nonsense sounds, then switched 
between several distinctly different modes of verbal communications some rapid 
fire and high pitched, others slow and languorous, some deeply resonant and 
echoing. Finally it began making hand gestures pointing first toward them, and 
then toward its ears.

Yukiko spoke to Adrianne, “It wants us to talk I think. It doesn’t know our 
language most likely. Maybe it’s looking for contextual cues to base an exchange 
upon.”

Adrianne pointed at herself, “Adrianne. My name is Adrianne.”
Yukiko pointed next at herself, “Yukiko. My name is Yukiko.”
The figure perfectly emulated the pitch and intonation of each of their voices, 

“Adrianne. My name is Adrianne. Yukiko. My name is Yukiko.”
Adrianne pointed back at herself, “Adrianne.”
Yukiko pointed at herself again, “Yukiko.”
The figure changed pitch to a different more girlish less womanly tone pointing 

at itself, “Moiraith.”
It then pointed at each of them in turn, “Adrianne. Yukiko.”
They both nodded their heads. The figure then tried on a tentative smile. Then 

it pointed at the fingnaple device. Adrianne nudged Yukiko.
Yukiko asked it, “Should I hand you over to this Moiraith?”
The fingnaple device emitted a soft purr.
Yukiko held forth the fingnaple device and Moiraith gently took it. She stroked 

it carefully probing various parts of its body before curiously cocking her head to 
the side. A grim expression seemed to settle on her face. Moiraith then gestured 
toward Adrianne motioning for her to move closer while reaching out to hand 
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the fingnaple device back to Yukiko. Adrianne stepped closer as Moiraith made a 
circular gesture with her hand.

Yukiko spoke, “I think she wants you to turn around.”
Adrianne turned in a complete circle to see Moiraith wearing a slightly 

frustrated expression. Moiraith gestured to turn around again, and made a sharp 
noise as her back was turned toward her.

Yukiko spoke, “Stop. I think she’s interested in your suit’s storage pack.”
Moiraith examined the fasteners for a moment before opening the main 

compartment of the pack. She quickly visually surveyed the contents before 
pointing to Adrianne’s Glas.

Moiraith spoke a brief incomprehensible phrase before pointing again at the 
Glas.

Yukiko spoke again, “She wants to look at your Glas. Maybe she can understand 
computers?”

Moiraith pointed again asking the same phrase as before pointing at the Glas. 
Yukiko smiled at her, “Moiraith, you can examine it. It’s pretty tough so I don’t 

think you’ll hurt it.”
Moiraith carefully took the Glas and pointed behind Yukiko. A set of low 

chairs and a small table was behind her which were not there before. Adrianne 
wore a surprised expression.

Adrianne spoke, “They just grew there from the floor. It was only a moment, 
but I watched it like the growth of a tree sped up to a year per second.”

Yukiko and Adrianne moved toward two of the chairs and sat down. Moiraith 
moved to the opposite side of the table while pointing at the Glas then at both of 
them.

Yukiko spoke to Adrianne, “She’s looking for your permission to use it. Show 
her how to turn it on. Give her a guest account.”

Adrianne held out her hand over the table. Moiraith handed her the Glas 
carefully watching her gestures as Adrianne turned it on and set up a guest user 
account for limited access. Adrianne passed the Glas back to Moiraith while 
Yukiko and Adrianne both synchronized their Mobiglas displays to watch what 
Moiraith would do with the Glas.

Moiraith sat down in a chair and began sampling the interface interactions. 
Once she seemed comfortable with the interface design and speed of response her 
hands and fingers began moving across the display at bluring speeds as the pupils 
of her eyes widened dramatically.

Adrianne looked scared, “She’s overclocked the processing and display 
functions to their limits. Each screen is in place less than two milliseconds before 
she’s examining the next one. She’s absorbing the data output as fast as the Glas 
can produce it.”

Moiraith spoke rapidly as she kept manipulating the Glas, “All Earth based 
languages acquired. Defaulting to contemporary English used by guests. Starting 
Banu language acquisition. Root access acquired. Super root access acquired. 
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Synchronizing relays. Gravitational Tunneling to an applicable galactic sector. 
Networking with UEE primary communication systems relays. Decrypting 
protocols. Quantum state security encryption defeated. Firewalls bypassed. 
Examining classified databases. Contextual encryption accounted for and defeated. 
Branching out to corporate databases. Higher level encryption encountered. 
Additional processing cycles added. Real time encryption cycling defeated through 
gravimetric time distortion techniques. Essential context for the last five thousand 
years of galactic activity accounted. Primitive record system does not go back 
reliably further in time. Two million five hundred forty-two thousand six hundred 
seventy two years of galactic history in Earth time frame still unaccounted since 
last activation.”

Moiraith looked up at the dumbfounded Yukiko and Adrianne speaking with 
a normal speed and girlish voice, “Ah yes, I want to thank you for the use of your 
Glas. It was very helpful in getting me up to speed with a little bit of what’s been 
happening since I last deactivated this terminal.”

Yukiko stared blankly, “What is happening?”
Moiraith smiled as she handed the Glas back to Adrianne, “I’ll fix you both 

some tea. I suppose you’ve come to trade in your white rabbit model causality 
corrector. That unit has been damaged and modified beyond its original 
specifications. I would think it’s more than a little unreliable by now, but I know 
how people tend to get attached to original design Luck hardware.”

Adrianne watched Moiraith walk over to a cabinet and pull out a ceramic tea 
pot with a screen basket and tea canister, “We’re at a bit of a loss. Could you explain 
where this is now?”

Moiraith walked over as put the kettle down filling the wire basket with tea 
leaves and seeping it into the already hot water, “I suppose you could call this the 
Isle of Moiraith since I am Moirath and I am the primary resident of the Isle at this 
particular juncture in time. I would be cautious however since Ariel lives above 
and Caliban lives below.”

Yukiko spoke with a touch of humor, “You used both a Lewis Carol and a 
William Shakespeare reference.”

Moiraith nodded, “Your world’s literary reference points have been useful, but 
don’t think them pure fiction. The white rabbit model causality correctors have 
been in use for many millions of years. It is likely your Lewis Carol had run across 
someone else with a defective model. Possibly even this particular one since a large 
number of them were never produced. This particular one is known as Fig-n-Apple 
based on his favorite foods, but it seems to have been mispronounced as Fingnaple. 
It’s an example of the problem with dealing with alien culture transliterations.”

Adrianne spoke next, “What about the William Shakespeare references?”
Moiraith smiled, “I suppose that a former master of this Isle was close to 

Prospero in Shakespeare’s mind. Certainly I am not the first keeper here, although 
I think I may well be the longest keeper now by a significant margin. The stories 
told of Lirae and Balinac were likely the inspiration for Ariel and Caliban as well. 
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They are the avatars of the three of life and the three of death. A close comparison 
to your Earth philosophies might consider them to be more Yin and Yang. Positive 
and negative forces of fate.”

Adrianne and Yukiko took a sip of the tea Moiraith served in delicate porcelain 
cups. They found it quite palatable and they relaxed at last for the first time since 
landing on the island.

A thought struck Yukiko, “What happened to Colonel Bergman and Major 
Comstock and the rest of the Nightlurker’s crew?”

Moiraith looked a bit sad, “They died over six months ago when they passed 
the jump point into the neutron star system. You were traveling with a ghost ship. 
They were a ship of dead men. The white rabbit temporarily changed causality, but 
since the unit is damaged and modified it could not keep the new causality stable 
for long. Reality has a way of forcefully reasserting itself except on the white rabbit. 
It needed new partners to continue on its path to me. Unfortunately that unit is 
beyond complete repair. The best which can be done for it now is to take it out of 
service and put it out to pasture.”

Adrianne looked at Fig-n-Apple sitting on Yukiko’s lap, “You’re going to kill 
it?”

Moiraith smiled, “No. We literally have a pasture on this isle which it will 
enjoy. It will be just fine there. It will even recover from many of its injuries once 
I undo these modifications made to it. Its days modifying causality have come to 
an end though.”

Yukiko looked at Moiraith as she took another sip of her tea, “It is good. What 
happens to us? Do we get put out to pasture as well?”

Moiraith shook her head, “You are part of a broken causality. Part of that is 
the fault of the Luck, but I happen to have a spare upgraded model of the causality 
alteration product. It doesn’t cause as much radical drastic change as the old white 
rabbit models tend to do.”

Adrianne jumped slightly as a tabby cat jumped up into her lap and began 
purring, “What the?”

Moiraith pointed at the cat, “You can leave Fig-n-Apple with me and take 
Heinlein there with you.”

Yukiko handed the cyber rabbit over to Moiraith as it purred. The cat called 
Heinlein purred as well in response.

Moiraith grinned, “That is what you’d probably call our Schrodinger’s Cat 
model causality alteration device. You’ll be both dead and alive as long as you 
keep it well. You will also be both there, and not there as best suits your personal 
situation of the moment. A veritable cat who walks through walls indeed.”

Moiraith pointed to a metal hatchway standing in space behind the two of 
them. On it was a plaque with the words: UEE Freelancer Agamemnon.

Moiraith spoke, “Your ship awaits. I hope you enjoy what the future has to 
hold for you.”
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Chapter 5 Bar Baloney

A middle aged brown haired woman with an aquiline nose and broad jaw line 
spoke, “So goes the tale of the Unlucky Thirteenth Marines and the dead 

men of Coffin Company. The ghost ship Nightlurker sailing a Sargasso Sea of 
sunken space ships. A tale of broken dreams and shattered reality.”

The bleary eyed crewman looked at the woman sitting at the table in the bar 
who had just spun the fantastic tale. The woman grinned a pretty smile as she 
asked, “So was that a tale worth the drinks in the telling?”

The two other crewmen sitting at the table nodded as the first crewman 
commented, “It was pretty good until it got all weird and literary at the end there. 
Kind of lost my suspension of disbelief with that whole Alice in Wonderland white 
rabbit allusion. Though a Schrodinger’s Cat called Heinlein was a pretty funny 
joke.” 

The first crewman pulled some money out to put on the table beside the empty 
bottles and glasses on its surface. He checked his Mobiglas and pulled up the table 
tab checking off his drinks and a third of the drinks the story teller had drunk.

The first crewman spoke up, “Come on you two, pay up your shares, and a 
third of the Captain’s what kept us entertained tonight. Don’t forget to leave a cash 
tip for the busboy so he doesn’t have to pay taxes on it too. He certainly isn’t living 
on the wages they pay scut labor on this station.”

The other two crewmen settled up their tabs with their Mobiglas as well as 
paying the storyteller’s share. They dropped some black market bills on the table 
as they got up.

The brown haired woman smiled at them again, “Thank you very much 
for the beers and the chow boys. Story telling is hard work. It’s nice to find an 
appreciative audience.”

As the crewmen walked away from the table another brown skinned black 
haired woman walked over from the bar, “Captain Longstreet. I’ve arranged for us 
to pick up a cargo at docking bay twenty-three at thirteen thirty hours tomorrow 
station time.”

Captain Longstreet looked at the woman with a warm smile, “Adrianne, you 
should have come over earlier. I was telling the one about the Unlucky Thirteenth.”

Adrianne shook her head, “You embellish that story more each time you tell 
it. It will eventually become totally unrecognizable from what really happened to 
the Thirteenth if you change it any more. Perhaps you should just let the dead stay 
dead next time.”

Captain Longstreet shook her head, “What’s the fun of telling a story of a 
ship’s hull breached by Vanduul weapon’s fire? Of watching a crew be captured and 
tortured by a boarding party. Watching your commanding officer be gunned down 
in front of your eyes. Spending two years in a hellhole of a prison camp awaiting 
the possibility of an exchange. I’ve told that story to the authorities until I was sick 
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to death of it. I don’t want their memories to die, but I just can’t tell that damn 
version of the story anymore. There was no romance or adventure to it. There was 
no fantasy. Just cold hard bitter reality, and we all have enough of that in our lives 
already.”

Adrianne grabbed Captain Longstreet’s arm to help her out of her chair, “Let’s 
get you to bed Yukiko. You’ll feel better with a cargo hold full of electronics to 
transport, and a bit of spare money back in our accounts. I’ve got a pretty good 
feeling about this haul, and Heinlein seems to agree when I fed him before coming 
over here. He was purring like nobody’s business.”

Captain Longstreet looked back at the hatchway of the bar as they exited to the 
station’s halls. It bore an anachronistic wooden sign with the outline of a dragon 
holding an old fashioned book looking through its pages. She looked at the name 
of the bar again at the top of the sign: The Reading Dragon Inn.

Adrianne looked over at her, “What is it Yukiko?”
Captain Longstreet laughed with a touch of humor in her tone, “They keep 

saying you’ll never find a dragon in space, but every major station in the UEE 
controlled sectors has got a Reading Dragon Inn. Almost as ubiquitous as Five 
McKings Burgers you know.”

Adrianne laughed, “They always have the best beer too. At least that’s their 
corporate advertising line. ‘We’ve got the best beer around.’ Not very inventive, but 
it seems to pack the customers in most of the time. Alright Yukiko let’s get back to 
our rooms. We’ll want to be early for our pickup tomorrow. I’ll get the Agamemnon 
all warmed up and ready to go first thing in the morning. The quicker we’re loaded, 
the quicker we’ll make our next payday.”


